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Abstract
Second Harmonic Generation - a Novel Approach in Retinal Imaging
by Denis Sharoukhov
Advisor: Hyungsik Lim
Here we present the utilization of Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) for label-free imaging of
microtubules (MTs) in the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL). MTs are an important part of axonal
cytoskeleton, providing structural support and serving as a railroad in intracellular transport. We
demonstrate the application of SHG microscopy to the following studies: 1) Can changes in MT
conformation be detected when treated with a stabilizing drug (Taxol); 2) if disruption in MT
precedes loss of axons in a mouse model of glaucoma (DBA/2J); and 3) if elevated levels of
intraocular pressure affect MT integrity. Our results validate SHG imaging as a promising tool to
research the biophysics of MTs and its possible role in neurodegenerative disorders.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The first observation of Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) response from biological tissues
was reported by Fine and Hansen in 1971 [1]. They used Q-switched ruby laser to generate
pulses to irradiate various samples and observed emission spectral line corresponding to SH
wavelength for collagenous samples. The first SH biological imaging was performed by Freud
and Deutch [2] on rat-tail tendon.
Since its invention and due to developments in ultra-fast lasers SH Microscopy proved itself as a
useful tool in bio-imaging field to study number of SH active biological samples including
collagen and myosin. [3,4] However microtubules of retinal axons were not studied as
extensively due to low (comparing to collagen or myosin) signal levels and extremely scrupulous
and laborious sample preparation involved. In this manuscript we provide in-depth theory,
methodology and several examples of the application of this technique for MT imaging.
The retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) is a network used in the retina to transmit signals collected
by the photoreceptor cells through the optic nerve all the way to the visual cortex. On average it
consists of more than one million axons in humans and tens of thousands in mice. As a part of its
cytoskeleton every axon has multiple hollow structures inside called microtubules which serve as
an infrastructure in intercellular transport and provide additional mechanical strength to the cell.
Due to the lack of inversion symmetry and high mutual alignment (polarity) within axons retinal
microtubules allow detectable amount of SH signal to be produced.
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Chapter 2: Theory
2.1: Second Harmonic Generation in Bioimaging
Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) is a coherent nonlinear optical process which requires lack
on inversion symmetry in the sample to occur. The frequency of incoming light is doubled
producing SH response with wavelength exactly half of the excitation wavelength (Fig 1).

Fig 1. Second Harmonic Generation, energy levels diagram.
In proteins delocalization of charge (π-electrons) between Nitrogen and Oxygen in C-N peptide
bonds allows intramolecular charge transfer and demonstrates strong nonlinear response [5].
SHG was experimentally observed purely from polypeptide α-helices in air/water interface [6],
however SH signal from individual α-helix is extremely weak and cannot be detected with
current level of technologies. Since SHG is a coherent process, high anisotropy of SH emitters is
required to generate detectable signal. The first level of such anisotropy allows only proteins
with high degree of alignment between its α-helices to produce measureable response.
2

On the second level, proteins themselves can be aligned into anisotropic supramolecular
structures to further enhance SH conversion efficiency. In living organisms supramolecular
structures can be bundled into even more complex structures. Each level of structural
organization within focal volume can intensify or reduce amount of the generated signal
depending on its degree of anisotropy. Because of that only several biological samples possess
strong intrinsic SH properties.

Fig 2. SH Active molecule, microscopic and macroscopic frames
Below we outline important formulas from an established [7] theory for general case of SH
imaging.
Second Harmonic Polarization density for an individual SH active molecule can be written as:
∑

(2.1.1)
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Where

is the hyperpolarizabilty tensor consisting total of 27 elements (three wave mixing)

only 18 of each are nonzero in SHG case.
For multiple scatterers within focal volume in macroscopic laboratory frame (XYZ):

Fig 3. Multiple SH active molecules with varying orientations
Macroscopic Second Harmonic Polarization density can be defined as:
∑

Where

(2.1.2)

is the second order susceptibility tensor and is constructed from individual

hyperpoalarizabilities as:
∑

(2.1.3)
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Where

are transformational matrices which represent the rotations from individual

microscopic frames to laboratory macroscopic frame and can be written as directional cosines:
) (2.1.4)
If two identical SH scatterers are anti-parallel to each other their combined SH response will be
equal to 0 since coherent summation will make responses from both of them to cancel each
other. That means that high degrees of mutual alignment in spatial organization of SH active
molecules is necessary to collect detectable signal. A vivid example of such limitation is almost
negligible amount of SH signal produced by randomly oriented MTs in dendrites compared to
strong SH signal generated by highly aligned MTs pointing in the same direction within axons.
Assuming there are N scatterers within focal volume, macroscopic SH polarization density can
be written as integral summation of all microscopic SH polarization densities over all directions
multiplied with total number of scatterers:
∫

Where

(2.1.5)

is a probability to find scatterer oriented along

and ∫

Then macroscopic susceptibility is ensemble averaged hyperpolarizabilities over all orientations
of individual SH active molecules/scatterers:
⟨

∫
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⟩ (2.1.6)

2.2 Microtubules as a source of SH signal.
SHG in axons was demonstrated to arise from microtubules [8] which consist of helically
arranged α-β tubulin heterodimers (Fig 4). Each MT is about 25 nm in diameter and can grow up
to 50 um in length.

Fig 4. α (blue) -

(red) tubulin heterodimer, protofilament and MT helix

Below we reproduce previously reported [3,4] results and derivations for macroscopic
susceptibility tensor elements and corresponding formula of SH intensity as function of
orientation of linear polarization of excitation light relative to the fiber. For simplicity, let’s
assume tubulin heterodimer to have a single component of hyperpolarizability

in its

own microscopic frame. This is a reasonable assumption in case of α- tubulin heterodimer due
to its elongated shape; however we cannot rule out possibility that tubulin heterodimer can have
multiple hyperpolarizabilty tensor elements which will complicate the model.
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Furthermore, let’s assume that MT is oriented along X axis in macroscopic frame (Fig 5). Due to
helical symmetry the rotation from microscopic to macroscopic frame for any heterodimer will
be defined by two major angles, one is constant and denoted as θ showing tilt to the X axis and
another is random denoted as φ showing rotation around X axis in YZ plane, representing
cylindrical symmetry.

Fig 5. Helix oriented along X axis. XY (XZ) and YZ projections.
7

This leads to the following susceptibility tensor elements:
(2.2.1)

(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

(2.2.4)

(2.2.5)
From equations above it can be noticed that in case of cylindrical symmetry (C∞) only 7
elements survive:

And only 2 of them are independent:
(2.2.6)
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Fig 6. MT under linearly polarized excitation light
Assuming a linearly polarized plane wave excitation in (X, Y) plane of laboratory (X, Y, Z)
frame:
(2.2.7)
(2.2.8)
(2.2.9)
which gives us the following components of SH polarization density vector.
(2.2.10)

(2.2.11)
9

Then SH intensity is then given by:
(

)

(2.2.12)

Where C is some constant related to geometry and collection efficiency of the setup. Taking
outside of the brackets and denoting

gives:

(

)

(2.2.14)
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(2.2.13)

2.3 SH response of two orthogonally polarized excitations (γ≠3 case)
Let’s investigate how the sum of two orthogonal linear polarizations depends on gamma for
perfectly flat sample.
Let’s assume axonal bundle oriented at an angle

relative to horizontally polarized light in

laboratory frame (X, Y, Z) the sum of horizontal and vertical linear polarizations gives SH
response of:

(

)

(

)

( (

))

(2.3.1)
Which after expansion and simplification gives:

(2.3.2)
Where quadratic equation inside of the brackets can be simplified to the following form:

(2.3.3)
From the equation above it’s obvious that SH sum of horizontal and vertical polarization
responses is independent from the orientation of the axonal bundle either if
previously reported value of

is [9] very close to 3 and therefore

or

. Our
case was

considered to be a reasonable approximation and used in data processing for glaucoma project.
Simulation for amount of variation in SH signals as a function of axonal bundle orientation is
presented below. The further the γ value is away from 3 the larger the variations it produces.
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Fig 7. Dependence of normalized (divided by maximum value) sum of SH horizontal and
vertical polarization responses on relative orientation of axonal bundle. No dependence on
orientation angle for

12

case.

2.4 SH response of two orthogonally polarized excitations (tilted sample)
Let’s now examine how tilt of the sample relative to XY plane can affect amount of produced
SH response and calculate correction factor to compensate for that.

Fig 8. Relative tilt of the sample
If the sample’s plane is tilted by an arbitrary angle δ relative to XY plane (rotation around Y
axis) the previous derivations can still be of use if effect of the tilt is considered as incident field
having Ez component in MT’s frame of reference (X’, Y’, Z’):
(2.4.1)
(2.4.2)
(2.4.3)
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Second Harmonic Polarization density is given by:

(2.4.4)

(2.4.5)

(2.4.6)
Denoting

and dividing all components with Eo2 and

It gives resulting electric SH field as:
(2.4.7)
(2.4.8)
(2.4.9)
SH intensity is:
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(2.4.10)
Which can be expanded to:

(2.4.11)
And can be grouped as:

(2.4.12)
Sum of Horizontal and Vertical Polarizations gives:
(

)

(2.4.13)
Which can be simplified to the following form:

(2.4.14)
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If γ=3 sum of H and V polarizations is independent of the relative sample orientation in XY
plane

:
(2.4.15)

If there is no tilt SH response is at its maximum:
(2.4.16)

Therefore the correction factor is:

This gives maximum correction factor of 5 if MT sample plane is tilted by

This derivation is based on assumption that all of SH signal emitted by MT is collected by
objective lens.

Fig 9. Decrease in amount of generated SH signal as function of sample’s tilt angle (

case).

Intensity drops to 20% if sample is oriented along beam’s propagation direction ( =90 degrees)
16

Chapter 3: Research Goals and Methods
3.1: Research Goals
Our main research goal was development and evaluation of novel nonlinear technique suitable
for label-free retinal MT imaging. To explore capabilities of MT SHG imaging in retina we
investigated the following important case studies:
First, if the technique can be used to detect changes in conformation of MTs:
Chapter 4: Probing conformation of microtubules by SHG
Second, if the technique can be used to detect changes of MT density preceding changes of
axonal morphology in neurological diseases. To test this hypothesis DBA/2J mouse model of
glaucoma was used:
Chapter 5: Microtubule deficit predisposes the retinal ganglion cell axons to degeneration in
DBA/2J mouse
Additionally, we briefly examined MT response to elevated levels of intraocular pressure (IOP)
and preliminary results are provided in:
Chapter 6: Elevated IOP affects MT integrity (preliminary results)
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3.2: Methodology
3.2.1: Animals and Sample preparation
Before imaging, animals were euthanized by CO2 inhalation and the eyes were enucleated. One
of the eyes was then used for preparing retinal flatmount sample as described below:
A small incision was made right on the boundary between cornea and sclera, followed by a
circular cut to detach cornea from the eye. Once cornea was removed 4 equally spaced radial
cuts were made through sclera and retina (about 1/3 of the distance from the outer edge towards
the optic nerve). After the cuts lens was removed and retina was gently separated from sclera.
Retina was transferred onto the membrane of well millicell (Millipore) using a pipette. Once
retina was flattened and properly positioned on the membrane a syringe was used to suck PBS
through the other side of the membrane to flatten retina even further and guarantee its strong
attachment to the membrane. Membrane with attached retina was removed from the culture cell
using scalpel and placed in a glass-bottom dish. Filter paper with a hole punctured in its center
(approximately 3mm in diameter) was placed on top of the retina (centered at the optic nerve
head) and the whole flatmount sample (filter paper, retina and membrane) was held in place
using an anchor.
All manipulations with the sample were performed in oxygenated phosphate-buffered saline
solution, and on average time for sample preparation did not exceed 25 minutes.
For glaucoma project DBA/2J and DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ mice were acquired from Jackson
Laboratory housed and bred at Hunter College animal facility. The procedure was approved by
Hunter College IACUC.
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DBA/2J mice develop eye defects similar to human hereditary glaucoma. This strain also
demonstrates elevated intraocular pressure and loss of retinal ganglion cells with age. [10]
Homozygous DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ mice do not develop signs of glaucoma or elevated intraocular
pressure present in DBA/2J mice, making this strain to be a natural genetically matched control
for DBA/2J. [11]
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3.2.2: Imaging Setup (Diagram)
Short pulses from a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Chameleon Ultra, Coherent, Inc.) with a
pulse duration of 100 fs at 80-MHz repetition rate were used for exciting SHG. The fundamental
excitation wavelength was 808 nm. The laser beam was focused using a water-dipping
microscope objective lens with high numerical aperture (Nikon CFI75 16× 0.8NA). The setup
also included a polarization state generator containing two liquid crystal variable retarders
(LCVR) (Meadowlark Optics, Inc.) and a quarter-wave plate (Thorlabs, Inc.) to obtain varying
linear polarizations at the sample. The SHG signal from the sample was collected in a
transmission direction using objective lens (Olympus UApo340 40× 1.35NA), dichroic mirror
(T660lpxrxt, Chroma Technology), a narrowband band pass filter (ET400/20m-2p, Chroma), and
a photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu H10492-003). Modification of the setup included
polarizing beam splitter cube (405 nm, CVI Laser Optics) and additional PMT (Hamamatsu
H10492-003) to distinguish between horizontal and vertical polarizations of SH (404nm) signal.
The average power on the sample was in 10-50 mW range for P-SHG measurements and around
100 mW for DBA/2J experiments, the pixel dwell time was approximately 5 µs.
In Polarization Resolved SHG measurements 18 linearly polarized (0 to 180 degrees, in roughly
10 degrees increment) pre-calibrated states were used. Images were averaged over 3 frames.
For DBA2J experiments Z-stacks of SHG images were acquired for most of the samples in 2-µm
step per slice. The same region was imaged twice for two orthogonal linear polarizations (0 and
90 degrees) of excitation beam. Images were averaged over 2 to 3 frames.
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Figure 10. Imaging Setup: PSG – Polarization State Generator, LCVR – Liquid Crystal Variable
Retarder, QWP – Quarter-wave plate, GSM – Galvo-scanning mirror, DM – Dichroic Mirror,
PMT – Photomultiplier Tube.
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Figure 11 Imaging Setup for improved P-SHG measurements: PSG – Polarization State
Generator, LCVR – Liquid Crystal Variable Retarder, QWP – Quarter-wave plate, GSM –
Galvo-scanning mirror, DM – Dichroic Mirror, PBS – Polarizing beam-splitter cube (designed
for 405 nm), PMTX, PMTY – Photomultiplier Tubes.
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3.2.3: Polarization States (Calibration)
The linear polarization states were confirmed using a custom built polarization state analyzer
(PSA) (Fig 12) consisting of half-wave plate, quarter-wave plate (Thorlabs, Inc.), polarizing
beam splitter cube (Thorlabs, Inc.), Si amplified detectors and two iris diaphragms (Thorlabs,
Inc.). All polarization optical elements which were used were designed for 808nm
(corresponding to excitation beam’s wavelength used in SHG experiments).
Since polarization optics is highly sensitive to minor deviations in angle of incidence, two iris
diaphragms were added to the beam path within PSA to guarantee correct alignment of the tested
beam.
Detector 3 is used to measure total amount of light entering in PSA, Detectors 1 and 2 are used to
measure difference between Horizontal and Vertical (both HWP and QWP are flipped off), +45
and -45 degrees (HWP flipped in) and Right and Left Circular Components (HWP flipped off,
QWP flipped in), therefore three consequent measurements yield normalized (by total intensity)
Stokes vector which is then projected on Poincare sphere.
This PSA was used to determine voltages on LCVR1 and LCVR2 needed to generate (at the
sample plane) 18 linearly polarized (0-180 degrees, in roughly 10 degrees increment) states
along with Right and Left circularly polarized states.
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Fig 12. Polarization State Analyzer: BS – Non Polarizing Beam splitter cube, HWP – Half-Wave
Plate, QWP – Quarter-Wave Plate, PBS – Polarizing beam splitter cube, D1-D3 – Si Amplified
Detectors, Iris Diaphragms are shown in gray.
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3.2.4: Data (Image) Acquisition and Processing
Data for both P-SHG and DBA2J experiments was acquired using ScanImage (Matlab package)
and saved as stacks of images in .tif format. For DBA2J MicroManager (ImageJ) was used to
acquire separate segments of mosaic by programmatically moving XY stage into predefined
positions (fig 13). The initial stage position was centered at the location of the optic nerve head.

Fig 13. 9 segments of DBA/2J mosaic.
In order to prepare data for quantitate analysis custom code was written in Fiji/ImageJ macro
language (Java-like language). Custom image thresholding algorithm was developed and
implemented to avoid context dependence by utilizing both spatial and intensity information
from the image. The detailed protocol is provided in Appendix 2: Protocols section. In brief,
both H and V stacks were summed and minimum Z-projection was subtracted to remove any
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fixed noise patterns. On resulting stack custom thresholding algorithm was run frame by frame.
The result was also used as a 3D mask to select values of corresponding SH intensity pixels,
background pixels (which did not register as signal by thresholding algorithm) were set to 0.
Stack of selected SH intensity pixels was used to create Z-sum projection. From the thresholded
stack (1 if signal, 0 if background) thickness (using step per slice value embedded in .tif tag) and
amount of tilt were estimated. The tilt was compensated for using formula (2.4.17). Individual
segments for both SH intensity (SH) and thickness (TH) were either concatenated into montages
or used to create mosaics in MosiacJ (plugin for Fiji/ImageJ).
Pixels corresponding to 90-98% of thickness were selected from thickness (TH) montage and
used as a mask to select corresponding pixels in SH montage. SH montage was normalized by
dividing every pixel with α defined as a mean of selected SH pixels divided by a mean of 9098% of thickness pixels.

Montages of compensated and normalized SH

intensity were divided by corresponding thickness montages and histograms of resulting
montages of MT density (defined as SH/TH) were used for quantitate analysis.
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3.2.5: Quantitative Analysis
For quantitative analysis R-studio [12] IDE for R – language of statistical computing [13] was
used. Histograms were normalized by total number of counts. Combined MT density histogram
of 4 control DBA/2J Gpnmb+ samples (7,12,12,12 mo) was used as a reference to determine
10% cutoff value. Then percentage of pixels with values of MT density less than cutoff value
was estimated and denoted as MT deficiency. The range of MT deficiency is from 0 to 1, with 1
corresponding to retina with all of pixels being MT deficient.
The total axonal volume of retina was calculated as mean thickness multiplied with number of
pixels and physical pixel area of 1.35 μm by 1.35 μm (focal size in x and y directions).
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Chapter 4: Probing conformation of microtubules by SHG
This chapter includes work previously published in Journal of Modern Optics:
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09500340.2015.1080866
4.1: Abstract
Microtubule (MT) is a component of cytoskeleton playing an important role in a variety of
cellular processes. Altering the structure of MT is a crucial mechanism of modulating the
function, but it is difficult to measure the in vivo conformation. We demonstrate here the use of
second-harmonic generation (SHG) for acquiring information of MT architecture in living tissue.
Axonal MTs were imaged by polarization-resolved SHG (p-SHG) and the anisotropy of tubulins
was determined at the molecular level by means of the second-order tensor analysis. P-SHG was
performed to measure the conformational changes induced by MT-stabilizing drug. We address
the feasibility of employing the new optical contrast to study cytoskeleton dynamics in vivo.
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4.2: Introduction
Second-harmonic generation (SHG) arising from collagen and myosin has allowed the
biological molecules to be studied by SHG imaging and spectroscopy [14-18]. Of interest here is
microtubule (MT), which is a component of cytoskeleton playing an important role in diverse
cellular processes, including intracellular transport, movement, and cell division. MT has a polar
structure. Thirteen protofilaments are polymerized into a lateral lattice to form a left-handed
helical tube, where each protofilament consists of heterodimers of α- and β-tubulins connected in
a head-to-tail manner [19]. Uniform orientation of MTs in axon, with α-tubulin ends pointing
toward the cell body [20], enables strong SHG signal to be emitted from the nerve bundles
[8,21]. We have demonstrated the use of MT-derived SHG signal for visualizing the retinal nerve
fibres, which are the axons of the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) [22, 23]. The finding may be
important for elucidating the pathogenesis of glaucoma in which the cytoskeleton of the RGC
has been implicated [24-26].
MT has a simple, highly conserved structure, but nonetheless can undertake a variety of
functions depending on the cell type [27]. Furthermore, each function is controlled intricately in
its own fashion. The diversity and regulation of MT functions are achieved through modulation
of the morphology [28, 29]. The stability of MT hinges on the conformation of constituent
tubulin dimers, allowing the MT cytoskeleton to be reconfigured during cellular processes by
means of induced conformational changes, i.e., hydrolysis of guanosine-5'-triphosphate (GTP) at
tubulin ends or binding with microtubule-associated protein (MAP). The ability to visualize the
conformational changes of MTs in action is therefore vital to understand the in vivo mechanism
of functional diversity and regulation of the MT cytoskeleton. However, existing techniques are
inadequate for direct probing of the in vivo dynamics. It is extremely difficult, and at times
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impossible, to capture the axonal cytoskeleton in situ during interaction with proteins and small
molecules. Current methods of structural biology, such as X-ray crystallography or electron
microscopy (EM), involve laborious preparation of samples (e.g. crystal or ultrathin sections),
which do not fully recapitulate in vivo dynamics. Although a majority of our current knowledge
about axonal MTs has been acquired from either in vitro reconstitution assays or live imaging of
cultured cells, the use of specimens removed from the native context of living tissue is not ideal.
Here we demonstrate the use of MT-derived SHG signal for probing the molecular
structure of MT assembly. Live-tissue SHG microscopy was performed to examine the
cytoskeleton in the native cellular environment. The effect of MT-stabilizing agent on the
structure was investigated by the second-order susceptibility tensor analysis. Our results
demonstrate the potential of SHG as an optical readout for investigating the in vivo dynamics of
the MT cytoskeleton.
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4.3: Results and interpretation
We measured p-SHG of type 1 collagen from rat tail tendon and MTs in the axons of the RGCs.
The retina was harvested from mice and the fresh retinal flatmount was prepared as described in
section 3.2.1: Animals and Sample preparation. Depicted in Figs. 14 (a) and (d) are the
representative images of rat tail tendon and the retinal nerves, respectively. Kymographs for
rotated input linear polarization (Figs. 14 (b) and (e)) clearly showed the different dependence of
collagen and MT. From fitting the data curves (Figs. 14 (c) and (f)), the value of γ was estimated
to be approximately 1.31 and 3 for collagen and MT, respectively, which are consistent with the
previous measurements [30-32][33-35]. The estimation of γ was especially challenging for MT.
For a value of γ larger than 2, Eq. (6) exhibits only a single peak within the period and the
measured γ becomes extremely sensitive to the background. More precise calibration can be
achieved using the perpendicular SHG signal as a reference. So we implemented dual-channel
detection for separate recording of the SHG components perpendicular and parallel to the
sample’s symmetry axis. The detection setup included a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) to
separate two orthogonal SHG signals. Each channel contained narrow bandpass filters and a
photomultiplier tube. Using dual-channel detection, we obtained the γ of MTs around 3.3, which
is comparable to the previous single-channel p-SHG measurements on axonemes and neurons
[33-35].
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Fig 14. Single Channel p-SHG measurements for rat tail tendon collagen (a,b,c) and retinal MTs
(d,e,f)
We then tested the second-order tensor analysis for detecting conformational changes in MT
induced by pharmacological agent. Taxol (Paclitaxel) is a well-known anti-mitotic drug, which
stabilizes MTs by inducing a straight conformation of tubulin upon binding [36]. Time-lapse pSHG imaging was performed on the retinal flatmount. At time T=0, the sample received
continuous treatment of 1-µM Taxol. A region of interest within the retinal nerve fiber was
imaged by SHG microscopy before and after the drug treatment. Two orthogonal components of
p-SHG were recorded at several time points during 1-hour period. The acquired traces showed
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insignificant differences within measurement errors (Fig. 15). The results suggest that binding
with Taxol does not cause a significant change in the anisotropy of MTs.

Fig 15. Double channel p-SHG measurements. Before (-10 minutes) and after (5,25,60 minutes)
applying 1-µM of Taxol on retinal flatmount sample
Our p-SHG measurement of type 1 collagen confirms the previous results and the known
molecular structure. On the other hand, the measured γ for MT, although replicating previous pSHG measurements, deviates from the value predicted from the molecular structure. There are
two possibilities for the departure. First, the relative orientation of tubulin heterodimers to the
symmetry axis of MT may not be the origin of p-SHG. If the uniaxial approximation is not valid
for tubulin heterodimer, then equation (2.2.14) is not applicable requiring a more complex
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relation between the microscopic hyperpolarizability and the macroscopic susceptibility. Second,
there could be substantial variations in the orientation of molecules within focal volume. The
average polar angle as determined by p-SHG can be different from the actual angle in the
presence of a significant distribution. The apparent tilt angle, approximately 39.2 degrees
(corresponding to the anisotropy factor of 3), is known as the SHG magic angle [37]. While
previous EM images of axonal MTs show relatively uniform orientation [38], the possibility
cannot be ruled out for the long-range variations on the micrometer scales. Furthermore,
diversification in the molecular orientation may arise over time due to rapid fluctuations of
tubulins.
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4.4: Discussion and conclusions
We have demonstrated, for the first time to our knowledge, the evaluation of MT molecular
structure in living tissue. The SHG signal has been demonstrated as a novel contrast to
characterize structural changes of MTs ex vivo under conditions close to the native tissue
environment. The distinct properties of SHG process could allow substantial knowledge about in
vivo dynamics of the cytoskeleton to be gained without investing enormous time and resources.
Such an optical assay complements existing methods of structural biology. Though it may be
indirect and not as complete as what EM and X-ray methods provide, the structural data thereby
obtained could be still sufficient to deduce cogent information on the MT interactions. Moreover,
the intrinsic nature of SHG radiation, allowing MTs to be visualized in live tissue without
exogenous labelling, offers greater flexibility for in vivo MT biophysics.
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Chapter 5: Microtubule deficit predisposes the retinal ganglion cell axons to degeneration
in DBA/2J mouse
5.1: Abstract
Glaucoma is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by progressive loss of the retinal
ganglion cells (RGCs). Recent evidence suggests the axon of RGCs as the primary site of
degeneration. In particular, disruption of microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton within the RGC axons
is implicated in the pathogenesis which is thought to occur even before loss of axons (‘the MT
hypothesis of glaucoma’). Here we tested this hypothesis using second-harmonic generation
(SHG) microscopy and DBA/2J mice, an inherited model of experimental glaucoma. The SHG
technique was employed not only as a novel assay for the integrity of MT skeleton in living cells
but also for morphometry of the retinal nerve fibers, allowing us to quantify the amount of MTs
lost within morphologically intact retina, namely MT deficit, and the fraction of the retina with
abnormally large MT deficit, namely the degree of MT deficiency. Our data shows that 1) MT
deficiency is specific to DBA/2J and absent in the non-glaucomatous control DBA/2J-Gpnmb+
mice; 2) it is retinotopic and age-dependent; and 3) it correlates with loss of RGC axons spatially
as well as temporally. Furthermore, other new discoveries have been made using SHG imaging,
e.g., that there are large variations of MT cytoskeleton within the retina that are distributed in a
spatially discrete pattern. Collectively, the results indicate that the breakdown of MT
cytoskeleton is conducive to loss of axonal morphology. Possible origin and role of MT
deficiency in glaucoma pathogenesis are discussed. Our work prove SHG imaging as a suitable
method for investigating MT deficiency, which may be of significance not only for improved
understanding of glaucoma but also as a general principle underlying other neurodegenerative
disorders.
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5.2: Introduction
Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide, in which the retinal ganglion cells
(RGCs) are gradually lost by apoptosis along with their axons that make up the retinal and optic
nerves. The risk factors include age and elevated intraocular pressure (IOP), but their link to
RGC death is not well understood. Axon has been suggested as the primary compartment of
RGC [39-44], susceptible to elevated IOP and degenerating before the soma [41-44]. The
vulnerability of RGC axons is believed to arise from IOP-induced strain at the laminar cribrosa
inflicting direct mechanical damages to the passing axons [44,45]. It is also hypothesized that
elevated IOP hinders axonal transport, subsequently depriving the RGCs of tropic factors [4650]. Axonal transport is an intricate process that depends on intracellular machinery including
the cytoskeleton of microtubule (MT), a highly labile polymer that requires active regulation for
the structural integrity. Growing evidence implicates MTs within the RGC axons in the
progression of glaucoma. It has been observed that MTs of RGCs are disrupted as a result of
acute IOP elevation [51,52] and during the progression of experimental glaucoma [53,54].
Furthermore, it has been proposed that disruption of MTs precedes loss of RGC axons [55,56] ,
which would provide an early time window to detect and treat the disease. We refer to this as
‘the MT hypothesis of glaucoma’.
However, unequivocal evidence for the MT hypothesis is lacking. It is difficult to measure the
MT integrity in situ in living retina, hampering the elucidation of the role in glaucoma
pathogenesis. To address this issue, we demonstrated that second-harmonic generation (SHG)
originating from axonal MTs can be utilized for visualization and 3D morphometry of the retinal
nerve fibers [64,65] . The nonlinear optical signal is sensitive to polymerized MTs but not to
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tubulins, providing a means to interrogate the organization of the cytoskeletal element in live
cells. Being an intrinsic radiation is also a merit obviating the need for exogenous stains.
Here we present a study where the MT hypothesis is tested with SHG microscopy. Using
DBA/2J mice as an experimental model of glaucoma [57], the morphology of RGC axons and
the integrity of MT cytoskeleton were investigated as a function of age. To compare the relative
progression objectively, methods are developed to quantify the properties of RGC axons
introducing MT deficit, which is the amount of MTs lost at a position within morphologically
intact retina, and the degree of MT deficiency, which is the fraction of the retina with abnormally
large MT deficit. Using the metrics, we demonstrate that MT deficiency is pathology of
glaucoma, strongly correlated with loss of RGC axons in space and time. The result suggests that
the breakdown of MTs provides a backdrop for axonal degeneration.
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5.3 Results and interpretation
Loss of RGC axons is age-dependent and specific to the DBA/2J strain. DBA/2 exhibits
characteristic phenotypes mimicking pathologies of human glaucoma, such as age-dependent and
retinotopic degeneration of the retinal nerves [57-61]. We aimed to test SHG imaging for
confirming the prior knowledge. The retinas were harvested from DBA/2J mice at ages between
6 and 12 months, flat-mounted and then imaged by SHG microscopy. As a control, the retinas of
non-glaucomatous DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ strain [62] were also imaged in the same age range. Fig. 16
depicts SHG images over an area around the optic nerve head (ONH) of approximately 1.8-mm
diameter and 2.5-mm2 area, where the mosaics were created by combining the average
projections of z-stack images that contain the entire thickness of the retinal nerve fibers. In
addition to the RGC axons visualized by SHG from axonal MTs, the arteries and veins were also
visible due to SHG from collagenous tissues. In DBA/2J mice, the retinal nerve fibers were lost
beginning from 9 months of age and extensively by 10 months. However in some DBA/2J
animals we did not observe signs of glaucomatous damage even at old ages, which is in
agreement with previous literature [63]. By contrast, the retinas of DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ mice
showed no sign of degeneration at all ages that we examined.
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Figure 16. Age dependent loss of RGC axons in DBA/2J (top) vs DBA/2J-Gpnmb+(bottom)
imaged by SHG. Scale bars: 300 μm
The age-dependent loss of RGC axons was quantified using custom morphometric algorithm
(Fig 17). The total volume of the retinal nerve fibers within the viewing area was evaluated. The
volumetric reduction initiating around 9 months of age represented thinning of the retinal nerve
fibers both in the lateral as well as axial dimensions. DBA/2J samples that did not show signs of
glaucomatous damage at late ages (11, 12 months old) or show unexpectedly high axonal volume
levels (9 months, deviation can be speculated to arise from swelling of axons from increased
levels of intraocular pressure) were excluded from the analysis. DBA/2J data was fitted with
sigmoid curve (using R’s SSlogis() function) and resulting fit parameters were: asymptote
=0.086±0.013 mm3, midpoint=10.500±0.560 moths, scale= -1.129±0.572. Samples which were
used for the fit are marked with black dots. Mean of all Gpnmb+ samples was estimated to be
0.087 mm3 and mean minus 1.5 standard deviations (0.058 mm3) was considered as the lower
boundary for acceptable variation in axonal volume. The fit gets below the lower acceptable
boundary at 9.63 months, giving us an estimate of age we should expect to see noticeable loss of
axons in an average DBA/2J mouse affected by glaucoma.
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Next, we tested SHG microscopy for detecting a well-known glaucoma pathology of DBA/2J
model, namely sectorial degeneration of RGC axons, which has been observed by a variety of
techniques [41-43][58-61]. We confirmed that the loss of RGC axons initiates predominantly in a
retinotopic manner as shown in a SHG mosaic of the DBA/2J retina at the age of 9 months (Fig
18). The segments of degenerating RGC axons could be observed in DBA/2J mice before the age
of 9 months and they had primarily angular, rather than radial, patterns.

Fig 17. Age dependent loss of morphology in DBA/2J.
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Loss of MTs does not require loss of axons. The radiation of SHG, by which the retinal nerve
fibers are visualized, emits due to uniformly polarity of MTs in axons [64,65]. The observed loss
of SHG thus implies two possible scenarios regarding the relative courses of MT cytoskeleton
and the morphology of RGC axons; either MTs are disrupted while the RGC morphology is
intact, or both are compromised concurrently. The MT hypothesis predicts the former. SHG
provides a means to test this prediction. The intensity of SHG supplies a relative measure of the
amount of polarized MTs and the depth-sectioning by SHG imaging allows the 3D morphology
of the retinal nerves to be determined with micrometer precision [64]. Therefore the two distinct
parameters can be measured in a single SHG imaging. We evaluated the thickness of the retinal
nerve fibers of DBA/2J and DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ using a custom morphometric algorithm. It was
expected that the amount of MTs within the retinal nerves is proportional to the thickness.
However, interestingly, we found that the proportionality was obviously violated in some nerves
of DBA/2J mice, meaning that the amount of MT was significantly lower than predicted for the
thickness. The SHG intensity and thickness of the retina of Fig. 18 are displayed as a function of
angle showing regions where the SHG signal vanished within intact morphology of RGC axons
(marked with grey bars above). It indicates that degradation of MTs does not require loss of
RGC axons, which is demonstrated in DBA/2J for the first time to the best of our knowledge.
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Fig 18. SH Intensity and Thickness of the retina displaying sectorial degeneration (top, sector is
indicated with yellow dashed lines). Normalized SH intensity and thickness as functions of angle
in red and black respectively (bottom).
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MT density within the retina has large variations. With SHG imaging, the MT hypothesis
could be tested quantitatively; specifically, the correlation between the MT integrity and
morphology can be examined in a pixel-by-pixel manner across the retina. In order to identify
the regions with disproportionately low MTs, we introduced a parameter MT density, defined as
the concentration of MTs per unit thickness of the nerve.
MT density is expected to be constant in the normal retinal nerve fibers where the total amount
of MTs is proportional to the thickness, while low where the amount MTs is decoupled from the
thickness. Thus it enables us to detect MT deficiency, i.e., the area where the amount of MTs is
abnormally low within intact RGC axons.
It is possible that MT density can be close to normal if the thickness is lost along with MTs, but
such region can be easily distinguished by the thickness. Also, there is an issue that the MT
density of different samples cannot be directly compared by the absolute SHG intensity. The
intensity of SHG is only a relative measure of the MT concentration, depending not only on the
concentration of MTs within the voxel but also on the experimental condition, such as the
efficiency of detection.
In order to address this problem, we made an ad hoc assumption that the MT density of the
healthy nerves is conserved on average across the samples. Then SHG intensity was normalized
across the retina in such a way that the mean SHG intensity of the nerve pixels in the 90 to 98
percentiles for thickness is equal to the mean thickness within the selected range. As a result, the
normalized MT density ρ is dimensionless with the value of 1 indicating the normal level of MTs
and 0 the absence of MTs. The normalized MT density will be referred to just as MT density in
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the following. The definition for MT deficit is obtained immediately as 1-ρ. The mean thickness
of the pixels in the 90 to 98 percentiles for thickness was conserved across different samples.

Fig 19. Variations in SH Intensity and MT Density as functions of thickness.
We asked whether the proportionality relationship between the amount of MTs and the thickness
is altered from healthy to diseased retinas. The MT density was evaluated for the DBA/2J and
DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ retinas. Fig. 19 depicts scatter plots of SHG intensity and MT density versus
the thickness for the retina of DBA/2J and DBA/2J-Gpnmb+, at the ages of 9 and 7 months,
respectively. Surprisingly, we found substantial variations of MT density regardless of the strain,
indicating that the proportionality relationship between MTs and thickness is not so stringent
(R=0.704, p<2.2e-16 for 9mo DBA/2J and R=0.712, p<2.2e-16 for 7mo DBA/2J-Gpnmb+).
Nonetheless, there was no strong dependence of MT density on the thickness in general and the
mean and variance of MT density were relatively conserved across the thickness (R=0.557,
p<2.2e-16 for 9mo DBA/2J and R=0.394, p<2.2e-16 for 7mo DBA/2J-Gpnmb+). For thick
axons (>10 μm) correlation between MT density and thickness was even weaker (R= 0.410,
p<2.2e-16 for 9mo DBA/2J and R=0.200, p<2.2e-16 for 7mo DBA/2J-Gpnmb+)
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MT deficiency is retinotopic. Given the large variations of MT density, question was raised
whether the metric will be useful for detecting the regions with significant MT deficit. Fig. 20 is
the 2D map of MT density for DBA/2J and DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ retinas, showing topographically
non-uniform distribution of MT density in both strains. Particularly in the DBA/2J retina,
clusters with disproportionately low MTs could be readily identified against the variations of MT
density. Consequently, severe MT deficiency can be detected despite the substantial variations of
MT density. By contrast, DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ did not display significant MT deficiency.
Furthermore, the spatial distribution of MT deficit sheds insights into the possible mechanisms.
It shows a retinotopic pattern similar to the previously observed loss of RGC axons and transport
deficit [41-43][58-61], which has been thought to suggest the ONH as the site of injury. Our
result implies that disruption of MTs may share the common origin as other pathologies of
glaucoma.

Fig 20. Map of MT density for DBA/2J (left) sample with moderate amount of degeneration and
healthy DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ (right).
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MT deficiency is age-dependent and specific to the DBA/2J strain. We then asked whether
the spatial pattern of MT deficit is altered with age, e.g., whether the area becomes larger in
older animals. To investigate this question quantitatively, we introduced a degree of MT
deficiency, defined as the fraction of area with abnormally large MT deficit.
In order to define objectively a criterion for pathological level of MT deficit, the normal range
for the variations of MT density was specified using non-glaucomatous DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ mice.
The probability density functions were averaged for DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ retinas at ages of 7 and 12
months (N=4) and used as a reference. Then the degree of MT deficiency was given by the
probability, or the fraction of area, for MT density below the lower bound of the normal range.
The threshold MT density was chosen to be 0.14 on the basis that the normal retina has on
average 10% probability for MT density less than this value. In other words, the DBA/2JGpnmb+ has an average degree of MT deficiency of 0.10, which can be considered as the
sensitivity of measurement.
The degree of MT deficiency ranges between 0 and 1, where the value of 1 indicates that the
entire retina is MT-deficient. In order to test the developed index, we examined the retinas with
various degrees of MT deficiency. We employed the developed index for studying the
progression of MT deficiency with age. The degree of MT deficiency was evaluated for DBA/2J
and DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ mice between 6 to 16 months of age. As shown in Fig. 21, the value
increased gradually with age in DBA/2J while it remained small and constant at all ages in
DBA/2J-Gpnmb+ mice. DBA/2J samples which did not develop glaucoma are depicted as well
(12 months old samples). The result illustrates that MT deficiency is age-dependent and specific
to the DBA/2J strain.
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Fig 21. The degree of MT deficiency as a function of age for DBA/2J and DBA/2J-Gpnmb+
samples.
It is important to note that the degree of MT deficiency in Fig. 21 represents the changes
occurring before the loss of RGC axons. The data suggests that MT deficiency initiated around 7
months of age, which is much earlier than the onset of RGC axonal loss observed in the same
group of DBA/2J mice (Fig.17). DBA/2J data was fitted with linear regression, and best fit
parameters were: intercept= -0.069±0.068, slope=0.025±0.008. 12 months old samples which did
not show signs of glaucomatous damage were excluded from the fit. Mean of all Gpnmb+
samples was estimated to be 0.103 and mean + 1.5 standard deviation to be 0.138, which was
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used as an upper boundary of acceptable variation. The intersection of the fit and upper boundary
gives us an estimate of age we should expect to see noticeable disruption in MT integrity in an
average DBA/2J mouse affected by glaucoma. Noticeable MT deficiency is expected to occur at
8.35 months. The result shows that MT deficiency precedes the loss of RGC axons.
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5.4: Discussion and conclusions
MT deficiency as new glaucoma pathology. We have presented the most compelling evidence
to date for the MT hypothesis. It is shown that MT deficiency is a DBA/2J-specific phenotype
initiating at an age that coincides approximately with the onset of IOP elevation [63]. In addition,
new data confirms that the MT deficiency progresses in a topographically discrete and agedependent manner. Collectively, these results suggest that MT disruption is pathology of
glaucoma. It follows immediately that the MT breakdown may also occur in other models of
experimental glaucoma as well as human. The spatial distribution of MT deficiency allows the
origin of MT deficiency to be speculated. The sectorial pattern of RGC degeneration, observed
also in other experimental models [66] and human glaucoma [67], has been interpreted to
suggest mechanical insults at the ONH as the pathogenic cause. In DBA/2J, it has been detected
not only for the loss of RGC soma and axons but also for axonal transport deficit [41-43][58-61].
Similarly, the discrete pattern of MT deficiency we observed in this model indicates that the MT
disruption shares a common origin as other glaucoma pathologies. MT deficiency may provide
novel information about pathogenesis that escapes other indicators of RGC degeneration.
Previously, the topography of RGC degeneration has been analyzed in a qualitative and less
objective way hampering the precise analyses. To address this, we have developed an imagebased quantification of pathology, e.g., the degree of axonal loss and the degree of MT
deficiency, which allows the progression to be studied objectively as a function of age. Using the
developed quantitative analysis, we tested an important prediction of the MT hypothesis
regarding the relative time course of early pathogenic events. Our results show that the
progression of MT deficiency manifests at ages 7 to 9 months in DBA/2J mice and precedes
axonal atrophy. Taken together, the spatio-temporal relationship of glaucoma pathologies
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strongly supports the notion that cytoskeletal degradation is conducive to subsequent axonal
degeneration. It has significant implications not only for detection and treatment, but also for
elucidating the cause-and-effect relationship in glaucoma [68,69].
The role of MT deficiency in pathogenesis. It is interesting to ask whether MT deficiency plays
an active role in glaucoma pathogenesis. Evidence has shown that the RGC is a
compartmentalized unit with the soma and axon undergoing independent pathways of selfdestruction [39,70,71] and according to this view, glaucoma is primarily a disease of axon.
Furthermore, the pathogenesis exhibits cell-autonomous characteristics including that
anterograde transport along the RGC axon is compromised earlier in the progression than
retrograde transport [72]. Our study highlights the role of MTs within RGC axons in particular,
whose breakdown may be involved in the pathways of axonal self-destruction. Despite the strong
correlation with axonal loss of DBA/2J, however, the data is not sufficient to conclude that MT
deficiency is pathogenic. We postulate that MT deficiency may underlie the sensitivity to IOP in
glaucoma. Elevated IOP is neither necessary nor sufficient for developing glaucoma, which has
led some to argue that the pathogenesis is more about the sensitivity to elevated IOP rather than
the magnitude of IOP [69]. However, the molecular basis of the sensitivity to IOP is not known.
Since MT network accounts for a significant part of the axon’s mechanical property, lower MT
density could render RGC axons more vulnerable to elevated IOP. It is likely that MT-deficient
RGC axons initiate the self-destruction pathway first upon distorting injury. Interestingly, we
found even in the healthy retinas that the variations of MT density show a similarly discrete
pattern as the loss of RGC axons. Conceivably, the cluster where MT density is reduced below a
threshold may be the locus eventually initiating axonal loss under elevated IOP.
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The molecular mechanism of MT deficiency. Although the distribution of MT density is
conserved across the animals, thus yielding relatively constant MT deficiency in DBA/2JGpnmb+ population (Fig. 21), there are substantial fluctuations within the retina (Fig. 19). The
broad distribution of MT density may arise from the variabilities within individual molecular
interactions to maintain the amount of MTs in proportion to the axon diameter, involving other
cytoskeletal proteins [73-75] and microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) [76]. The large
fluctuations of MT density suggest permissiveness of the property at the steady state, which also
explains insignificant upregulation of MAPs in DBA/2J [77].
SHG as a technique for measuring MT deficiency. We have demonstrated that SHG is an
ideal imaging contrast for studying MT deficiency. The use of SHG was crucial to unravel the
relationship between MT deficiency and morphological changes in a large area of the fresh retina
of the same animals. SHG provides a direct assay of the integrity of MT cytoskeleton. The loss
of function of RGC axons, specifically axonal transport deficit, has been investigated using a
variety of tracers. However, the absence of tracers indicates a failure out of diverse factors, such
as ATP hydrolysis and motor proteins, not just MT cytoskeleton. Arising from uniformly
polarized MTs in axons [78], which is thermodynamically unstable thus gradually dissociating in
the absence of active regulation, SHG is irradiated from the fresh living tissues but vanishes from
degenerating RGCs. Since SHG does not emit from depolymerized tubulins, it is distinguished
from fluorescent labeling tagged to tubulins, e.g., immunohistochemistry or fluorescent proteins.
Also absent from chemically crosslinked MTs, SHG is a good indicator of functionally active
MTs in living cells. Alternatively, the integrity of MTs can be interrogated by measuring the
birefringence of MTs [53,54]. For instance, scanning laser polarimetry (SLP), which has been
demonstrated for detecting glaucoma [79-81], has been employed for testing the MT
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hypothesis.[53,54] However, measurement of birefringence-induced phase retardation is not
precise enough for detecting subtle changes of MTs. Because of non-specific background, the
readout cannot be attributed solely to axonal MTs. More importantly, ordinary polarimetry lacks
an axial resolution. Consequently in order to evaluate MT deficit, it is necessary to measure the
thickness independently. By contrast, SHG is capable of depth-sectioning suitable for 3D
morphometry [64,65], allowing the thickness and MT integrity to be determined simultaneously
in a single experiment. SHG has been employed successfully to acquire salient parameters for
modeling the reaction of glaucoma pathogenesis. Precise measurement of RGC morphology can
be also useful for clinical applications [82].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of SHG imaging to gain new insights into the
pathogenesis of glaucoma. Predictions of the MT hypothesis could be tested by quantitative,
large-scale examination of the retina by SHG imaging. The technique has also enabled new
discoveries, e.g., that the MT cytoskeleton in the retina is characterized by large fluctuations
displaying a spatially discrete pattern. There can be significant impacts on the management of
glaucoma, as MT disruption may represent a reversible stage of the RGC degeneration offering a
possible therapeutic window. Moreover, our findings in DBA/2J may represent a general
principle valid in other axon degeneration disorders in the CNS, such as diffuse axonal injury
and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [83]. We anticipate that SHG will be useful for elucidating the
mechanisms of these diseases
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Chapter 6: Elevated IOP affects MT integrity
6.1: Preliminary results
To investigate effect of elevated IOP on the integrity of axonal MTs we studied rat retinas using
SHG imaging:
One eye of rats received elevated IOP treatment for 1 hour while the contralateral eye in the
same animals was used as sham control. Eyes were harvested immediately before SHG imaging.
First IOP elevated eye was harvested and imaged while animal was under anesthesia. Then
animal was euthanized and control eye (no IOP elevation) eye was harvested. Since both eyes
were coming from the same animal and imaging on the second eye was done immediately after
imaging elevated IOP eye, mean SH intensity values were compared directly, without any
normalization. Our data show decrease in SHG intensity, i.e., degrading MT integrity, with
elevated IOP level but insignificant changes in the morphology (thickness) (Fig 22).
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Figure 22. Preliminary results for acute IOP elevation. Two eyes from the same animal with and
without elevated IOP treatment are showed (top, same contrast levels). The ratios of average SH
and Thickness between elevated IOP and control as functions of IOP level (bottom)
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Overview and outlook
In this manuscript new technique for retinal MT endogenous imaging was presented. Three
separate applications of the technique were investigated and results are summarized below.
In chapter 4 we have demonstrated the assessment of ensemble averaged MT conformation in a
living tissue. SH contrast was used to characterize conformational changes in MTs ex vivo
simulating conditions corresponding to the native tissue environment.
In chapter 5 we have confirmed that disruption of MT integrity preceded loss of axons. It was
shown that MT deficiency is a DBA/2J-specific phenotype initiates at an age that coincides
approximately with the onset of IOP elevation. In addition, our data confirmed that the MT
deficiency progresses in a topographically discrete and age-dependent manner.
In chapter 6 we have shown (using preliminary results) that acute IOP elevation to 50~90
mmHg has an immediate effect on MT integrity but not on morphology.
These results validate SHG microscopy as a novel method for studying biophysics of MT and its
role in degenerative diseases of the retina. With sufficient adaptation the technique can prove to
be an invaluable tool for in-vivo imaging and, perhaps, one day can even become a wellaccepted standard in the medical imaging field.
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Appendix 2: Protocols
Data processing protocol – Morphometry, Tilt Compensation and MT Density estimation
Implemented in ImageJ/Fiji macro language:
1. Combine Horizontal (H) and Vertical (V) stacks into one stack, from tiff tags get step per
slice (dZ) and stage start z position (Z.start), turn into “32-bit” stack (“32-bit” allows to
set NaNs, which are used later in the protocol, if not mentioned explicitly stacks and
images are assumed to be 32-bit, except for thresholded stacks or images which are 8-bit)
2. (For all samples, except 11,12 mo DBA 2J) Convert stack to hyper-stack with 2 channels
3. Reduce dimensionality (step repeated twice – once for SH channel, once for FL channel)
4. For FL channel do Z-sum-projection and save it in “FL” folder
5. For SH channel – do Z-minimum-projection and subtract it from the stack
6. For each frame in the SH stack iteratively apply:
a. Duplicate image
b. Set minimum and maximum displayed values to 0 and 50
c. Apply “Canny Edge Detector” with the following parameters: gaussian=2 low=2.5
high=7.5
d. Apply “Gaussian Blur”, sigma=2
e. Turn image back to binary by applying “Make binary”
f. Divide every pixel value with 255.
g. If mean of the result is less than 0.05 (5% of the image is selected as boundaries) –
use original image for the step “i", otherwise:
h. Multiply the result with original image.
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i. Set threshold from 0.0001 to 50 turn all pixels outside the threshold to NaNs
j. From the histogram of selected and thresholded boundary pixels get histogram with
bin width exactly 1 pixel value wide (1,2,3,4,…,50), find mode (the most frequent
value), set it as the starting point for the next step
k. For each point (from the mode to the end of histogram) – normalize x and y axis by
dividing y (Number of Counts) by mode’s number of counts and by dividing x (pixel
value) by maximum value of x (50) so that maximum value for both axis is 1.
l. Determine the shoulder point (SP) as the one with the minimal distance to the origin
(y=0,x=0) by calculating

√

)

m. Set lower threshold as T=3*SP i.e. 3 times the shoulder point value, set upper
threshold value to be equal to the maximum value of the entire image then convert to
binary.
n. Apply adjusted median filter with the window size of 3x3 and adjusted threshold
value of 55.55% (i.e. if there are less than 5 out of 9 foreground pixels (center pixel
is included in calculations) - set center pixel to be 0, otherwise set it to 255)
o. Divide by 255
7. For morphometry –final thresholded stack from previous step is multiplied with step per
slice (dZ=2um for all samples used in the analysis); do Z-sum-projection, save as in
”TH”
8. For elimination of the background – stack from step 5 is multiplied with stack from
step 6 and Z-Sum projection is made. Result is saved in “TI” folder
9. For tilt estimation – thresholded stack is resliced using “Stack -> Reslice” to obtain XZ
frames stacked by Y rather than original XY frames stacked by Z. For YZ stacked by X
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image is rotated 90 degrees to the right and “Stack->Reslice” applied. On both XZ and
YZ stacks median filter of radius=1 is applied.
10. For both XZ and YZ stacks the following algorithm is applied each frame is scanned line
by line vertically and first the longest sequence of non-zero pixels is determined (if more
than one sequence is present) then the center of the longest sequence is calculated and
marked as 1, every other pixel in the line set to 0
11. After previous step for both stacks sequential subtraction frame by frame was done (i.e
for example 3rd frame is subtracted from 2nd frame; 4th frame is subtracted from 3rd)
12. Result of step 11 is used to determine the shift from one frame to another and distance
between +1 pixel to -1 pixel is measured and saved in 1 pixel high stack for XZ and YZ,
if there are no +1 or -1 pixels result is set to 0
13. Both XZ and YZ stacks are resliced back into XY by Z=1 (single frame) images
14. Results from previous step are squared and summed. Square root of the sum is taken and
is used for calculating tilt compensation coefficient using the following formula
where

where p is a pixel value of the image. Result is saved in

“TLT” folder
15. Image from step 8 is multiplied with tilt compensation map from previous step and saved
in “COMP” folder
16. For MT Density estimation – images from COMP and TH folders are turned into
montages
17. Histograms for both montages are calculated using the following number of bins
nbins=100000
18. For SH montage top 0.05% of pixels are removed as outliers
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19. For TH montage the approximate (usually about +-0.5%) range of 90 to 98% pixels is
determined and is set as threshold (NaN background) to select only pixels from within
this range. Mean value of selected pixels is calculated and saved as TH_Mean
20. Selected TH pixels from previous step are used as a mask to select corresponding SH
pixels (with NaN background). Mean value of selected SH pixels is calculated and saved
as SH_Mean
21. Alpha as the ratio of SH_Mean/TH_Mean is calculated and used to scale SH montage
(SH montage is divided by Alpha)
22. From Scaled SH Montage TH Montage is subtracted and result is divided by TH
Montage. The resulting Scaled SH, TH and DEC (from this step) are saved in the root
folder as SampleName_Montage_SH, SampleName_Montage_TH,
SampleName_Montage_DEC
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Appendix 3: Code
Fiji/ImageJ code (Data Processing)
# FullStack.ijm
## Batch Process folders/ Digests raw data located in samples folder under TLT\H\ (For
Horizontal Polarization data) or TLT\V\ ( For Vertical Polarization data) subfolders, runs
FS_tilt_CE_WT_v1.ijm and passes it full path to “TLT\” subfolder
directory = getDirectory("Choose Working Directory");
start = getTime();
listSF=getFileList(directory);
macro_dir="C:\\Fiji\\Fiji.app\\macros\\FullStack_v3\\";
for (i=0;i<listSF.length;i++){
ls=substring(listSF[i], 0, (lengthOf(listSF[i])-1));
ls=directory+ls+File.separator+"TLT"+File.separator;
input_path=ls;
f = File.open(macro_dir+"path.txt");
print(f, input_path);
File.close(f)
runMacro(macro_dir+"FS_tilt_CE_WT_v1.ijm",input_path);
}
print((getTime()-start)/1000);
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# FS_tilt_CE_WT_v1.ijm
## Routines written to automatically process data using protocol described in Appendix 2:
Data processing protocol – Morphometry, Tilt Compensation and MT Density estimation.
Code is separated into several functions, each performing its own task on data processed by
preceding function. The results saved in corresponding subfolders along with log information.
// Choose input Horizontal(H) and Vertical(V) Raw data directroies
input_path=getArgument();
inputH

= input_path+"H"+File.separator;

inputV

= input_path+"V"+File.separator;

outputTH = input_path+"TH"+File.separator;
outputSTTH = input_path+"STTH"+File.separator;
outputTLT = input_path+"TLT"+File.separator;
outputATLT = input_path+"ATLT"+File.separator;
outputTI = input_path+"TI"+File.separator;
outputFL = input_path+"FL"+File.separator;

outinx=indexOf(input_path, "TLT");
outputCOMP = substring (input_path,0,outinx);
outputCOMP = outputCOMP+"COMP"+File.separator;

File.makeDirectory(outputTH);
File.makeDirectory(outputTLT);
File.makeDirectory(outputTI);
File.makeDirectory(outputFL);
File.makeDirectory(outputSTTH);

File.makeDirectory(outputATLT);
File.makeDirectory(outputCOMP);

listH = getFileList(inputH);
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listV = getFileList(inputV);

print("\\Clear");
//For each file in the list call MergeHV function
function tilto_xy(reslice_in){
selectImage(reslice_in);
for (z=1;z<(nSlices()+1);z++){
setSlice(z);
for (x=0; x<getWidth(); x++){
sump=0;
p=0;
d=0;
k=-1;
dpos=0;
dmax=0;
for (y = 0; y < getHeight(); y++){
p = getPixel(x,y);
if (p==0){
k=k+1;
d=0;
dpos=0;
}
else {
d=d+1;
dpos=y;
if (d>dmax){
dmax=d;
dposmax=y;
}
}
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sump=sump+p;
}

if (sump==0){
pos=-1;
}
else {
pos=dposmax-floor(dmax/2);
}
for (y = 0; y < getHeight(); y++){
if (y==pos){
setPixel(x,y,1);
}
else {
setPixel(x,y,0);
}
}
}
}
}
function subtract_frames(reslice_in){
ho=reslice_in;
selectImage(reslice_in);
nameho=getTitle();
nameho="Dif_Stack"+nameho;
setBatchMode(true);
for (i=1;i<(nSlices()+1);i++){
selectImage(ho);
setSlice(i);
run("Duplicate...", " ");
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hc=getImageID();
if (i>1){
imageCalculator("Subtract create 32-bit", hp,hc);
selectImage(hp);
close();
}
hp=hc;
selectImage(ho);
}
selectImage(hp);
close();
run("Images to Stack", "name=&nameho title=[] use");
setBatchMode(false);
}
function sub_dif(reslice_in, nsli){
selectImage(reslice_in);
numsl=nsli-1;
run("Select None");
setBatchMode(true);
for (z=1;z<(nSlices()+1);z++){
setSlice(z);
for (x=0; x<getWidth(); x++){
sump=0;
p=0;
d=0;
k=-1;
dpos=0;
dmax=0;
for (y = 0; y < getHeight(); y++){
p = getPixel(x,y);
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if (k<1){
if (abs(p)==1){
zs=y;
k=2;
}
}
if (k>1){
if (abs(p)==1){
zf=y;
k=3;
}
}
}
if (k<3){
d=0;
}
if (k==3){
d=zf-zs;
}
for (y = 0; y < getHeight(); y++){
if (y==(getHeight()-1)){
setPixel(x,y,d);
}
else {
setPixel(x,y,0);
}
}
}
}
setBatchMode(false);
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makeRectangle(0, numsl, 511, numsl);
run("Crop");
}
function WM_TRS(stack_in){
ho=stack_in;
ho=getImageID();
run("32-bit");
run("Select None");
setBatchMode(true);
for (i=1;i<(nSlices()+1);i++){
selectImage(ho);
setSlice(i);
run("Duplicate...", " ");
hi=getImageID();
selectImage(ho);
run("Duplicate...", " ");
run("Median...", "radius=2");
run("8-bit");
run("Canny Edge Detector", "gaussian=2 low=2.5 high=7.5");
run("Gaussian Blur...", "sigma=2");
run("Make Binary");
run("Divide...", "value=255.00000");
getStatistics(barea, bmean, bmin, bmax, bstd);
rename("BSlice="+i);
gi=getImageID();
if (bmean<0.05){
ki=hi;
}
else{
imageCalculator("Multiply create 32-bit", hi,gi);
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ki=getImageID();
}
selectImage(ki);
getStatistics(area, mean, min, max, std);
setThreshold(0.0000001, 50);
run("NaN Background");
getStatistics(area, mean, min, max, std);
c=0;
cmode=0;
av=3;
aav=3;
perc=0.001;
zmin=0;
getHistogram(values, counts, (max-min));
for (row=0; row<lengthOf(counts); row++) {
c=counts[row];
if (cmode<c){
cmode=c;
mode=values[row];
modex=row;
}
a=counts[row]+a;
}
mindif=cmode;
alph=cmode/max;
alph=1;
kcount=0;
minj=0;
for (row=(mode-1); row<lengthOf(counts); row++) {
Nc=counts[row]/cmode;
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jrow=(row-mode+1)/max;
diflr=sqrt((jrow)*(jrow)+(Nc)*(Nc));
if (diflr<mindif){
mindif=diflr;
kcount=0;
minj=values[row];
}
kcount=kcount+1;
}
xT=3;
setMinAndMax(0, 150);
selectImage(ho);
run("Duplicate...", " ");
getStatistics(area, mean, min, max, std);
setThreshold(xT*(minj), max);
run("Convert to Mask", "black");

wi=3;
getDimensions(width, height, channels, slices, frames);
xmax=width;
ymax=height;
w=wi;
h=wi;
npr=5;
TmH=npr/(wi*wi)*255;
xyarray=newArray(xmax*ymax);
for(y=0;y<(ymax);y++){
for(x=0;x<(xmax);x++){
makeRectangle(x, y, w, h);
getStatistics(area, mean, min, max, std);
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if (y>=(ymax-wi+1)||x>=(xmax-wi+1)){
setPixel(x,y,0) ;
}
else {
if (mean<(TmH)){
setPixel(x,y,0);
}
else{
setPixel(x,y,255);
}
}
}
}
flr=floor(wi/2);
run("Select None");
run("Translate...", "x=flr y=flr interpolation=None");
print("Slice="+i+" T="+minj+" xT="+xT+" wi="+wi+" npr="+npr);
rename("Slice="+i);
selectImage(hi);
close();
selectImage(gi);
close();
if (hi==ki){

}
else{
selectImage(ki);
close();
}
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selectImage(ho);
}
run("Images to Stack", "name=Stack title=[] use");
setBatchMode(false);
}
function Tilt_C(stack_in){
ho=stack_in;
ho=getImageID();
run("32-bit");
run("Select None");
setBatchMode(true);
for (y=0; y<getWidth(); y++){
for (x = 0; x <getWidth(); x++){
a=getPixel(x,y);
z=10/(6+4*cos(2*atan(a)));
setPixel(x,y,z);
}
}
setMinAndMax(0, 5);
run("Fire");
setBatchMode(false);
}
for (i = 0; i < listH.length; i++)
MergeHV(inputH, inputV, outputTH,outputTLT, listH[i], listV[i]);

function MergeHV(inputH, inputV, outputTH,outputTLT, filenameH, filenameV)
{
// Open file from H Raw data folder
open(inputH + filenameH);
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// Get image description (Tiff tags)
info=getInfo("image.description");

// Get the index of the first occurence of state.motor.absZPosition
index1=indexOf(info, "state.motor.absZPosition");

//Cut the value of state.motor.absZPosition
zstart=substring(info, index1+25, index1+30);

//Parse the text to an Integer
Zstart=parseInt(zstart);
print(Zstart);

// Get the index of the first occurence of state.acq.zStepSize
index2=indexOf(info, "state.acq.zStepSize");

//Cut the value of state.acq.zStepSize
zstep=substring(info, index2+20, index2+21);

//Parse the text to an Integer
Zstep=parseInt(zstep);
print(Zstep);

// Execute the rest of the code
open(inputV + filenameV);
//run("Merge Channels...", "c1=["+filenameH+"] c2=["+filenameV+"]");
imageCalculator("Add create stack", filenameH,filenameV);
h=getTitle;
close(filenameH);
close(filenameV);
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s=nSlices/2;
run("Stack to Hyperstack...", "order=xyczt(default) channels=2 slices=s
frames=1 display=Color");
selectWindow(h);
Stack.setChannel(1);
run("Reduce Dimensionality...", "slices keep");
hl1=getTitle;
selectWindow(hl1);
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Min Intensity]");
m1=getTitle;
imageCalculator("Subtract create stack", hl1,m1);
h1=getTitle;

run("Duplicate...", "duplicate");
raw_st=getImageID();
hlx=getTitle();
nsli=nSlices();

selectWindow(h);
Stack.setChannel(2);
run("Reduce Dimensionality...", "slices keep");
hff=getTitle();
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Sum Slices]");
hfl=getTitle();
setMinAndMax(0, 15000);
run("Yellow");
saveAs("Tiff",outputFL+hfl);

selectWindow(h);
close();
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selectWindow(hl1);
close();
selectWindow(hff);
close();
selectWindow(m1);
close();
selectWindow(hfl);
close();

WM_TRS(raw_st);
wm_st=getImageID();

run("Reslice [/]...", "output=1.000 start=Top avoid");
yz_st=getImageID();
rename("YZ_stack.tif");
run("Median...", "radius=1 stack");
tilto_xy(yz_st);
subtract_frames(yz_st);
dif_yz_st=getImageID();
sub_dif(dif_yz_st,nsli);

selectImage(wm_st);
run("Rotate 90 Degrees Right");
run("Reslice [/]...", "output=1.000 start=Top avoid");
xz_st=getImageID();
rename("XZ_stack.tif");
run("Median...", "radius=1 stack");
tilto_xy(xz_st);
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subtract_frames(xz_st);
dif_xz_st=getImageID();
sub_dif(dif_xz_st,nsli);

run("Reslice [/]...", "output=1.000 start=Top avoid");
yz_tilt=getImageID();
rename("YZ_Tilt.tif");
run("Square");
run("Rotate 90 Degrees Left");

selectImage(dif_yz_st);
run("Reslice [/]...", "output=1.000 start=Top avoid");
xz_tilt=getImageID();
run("Square");
rename("XZ_Tilt.tif");

imageCalculator("Add create 32-bit", "XZ_Tilt.tif","YZ_Tilt.tif");
tilt_xy=getImageID();
run("Canvas Size...", "width=512 height=512 position=Bottom-Right zero");
run("Square Root");

saveAs("Tiff",outputATLT+filenameH);

Tilt_C(tilt_xy);

saveAs("Tiff",outputTLT+filenameH);
rename("Tilt_map.tif");
htilt=getTitle();
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selectImage(wm_st);
run("Rotate 90 Degrees Left");
run("Divide...", "value=255 stack");
hst=getTitle();
imageCalculator("Multiply create stack 32-bit", h1,hst);
rename("MidResult.tif");
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Sum Slices]");
hsh=getTitle();
setMinAndMax(0, 10000);
run("Fire");
saveAs("Tiff",outputTI+filenameH);
rename("TInt.tif");
htint=getTitle();
imageCalculator("Multiply create 32-bit", htint,htilt);
saveAs("Tiff",outputCOMP+filenameH);
selectImage(wm_st);
run("Multiply...", "value=&Zstep stack");
saveAs("Tiff",outputSTTH+filenameH);
run("32-bit");
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Sum Slices]");
setMinAndMax(0, 60);
run("ICA");
saveAs("Tiff",outputTH+filenameH);
while (nImages>0) {
selectImage(nImages);
close();
}
selectWindow("Log");

//select Log-window

saveAs("Text", input_path+"WM_log");
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# Fiji/ImageJ Code to batch measure MT density montages and save results in selected directory
input = getDirectory("Choose Input Directory ");
output = getDirectory("Choose Output Directory ");
list= getFileList(input);
for (i = 0; i < list.length; i++) {
if (endsWith(list[i], "tif")) {
open(input + list[i]);
run("Add...", "value=1");
filename=list[i];
nBins = 512;
run("Clear Results");
row = 0;
getHistogram(values, counts, nBins,0,6);
for (j=0; j<nBins; j++) {
setResult("Value", row, values[j]);
setResult("Count", row, counts[j]);
row++;
}
updateResults();
saveAs("Results", output+filename+".csv");
while (nImages>0) {
selectImage(nImages);
close();
}
}
}
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# Fiji/ImageJ code to batch process either SH vs TH or MT density vs TH distributions, saves
results table as a ".csv" file in a chosen directory
inputC = getDirectory("Choose Input DEC Directory ");
inputT = getDirectory("Choose Input TH Directory ");
output = getDirectory("Choose Output Directory");
listC= getFileList(inputC);
listT = getFileList(inputT);
for (i = 0; i < listC.length; i++)
TOPO2CH(inputC,inputT,listC[i],listT[i],output);
function TOPO2CH(inputC,inputT,fileC,fileT,output){
open(inputC + fileC);
//run("Add...", "value=1");
filename=getTitle();
rename("MontageSH.tif");
open(inputT + fileT);
rename("MontageTH.tif");

run("Clear Results");
counter = 0;
i=0;
selectWindow("MontageSH.tif");
for (y = 0; y < getHeight(); y++){
for (x = 0; x < getWidth(); x++){
p = getPixel(x,y);
setResult("SH",i,p);
i=i+1;
counter++;
}
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}
print("" + counter + " SH pixels measured");

counter = 0;
i=0;
selectWindow("MontageTH.tif");
for (y = 0; y < getHeight(); y++){
for (x = 0; x < getWidth(); x++){
p = getPixel(x,y);
setResult("TH",i,p);
i=i+1;
counter++;
}
}
print("" + counter + " TH pixels measured");
updateResults();
wait(10000);
saveAs("Results", output+filename+".csv");
while (nImages>0) {
selectImage(nImages);
close();
}
//run("Multiply...", "value=5.63");
}
}
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# Code in R to analyze MT density histograms and quantify MT deficiency
# Sets working directory
setwd("~/R/DBA_HIST_WM")

# Load libraries(packages) they need to be pre-installed using packagesinstall button:
# Load library to extend built-in plotting tools
library(ggplot2)
library(plotly)

# Load library to work with strings (extract part of the string)
library(stringr)

# Load csv file containing summarized histogram of all controls, keep
headers.
#gpm <- read.csv("all_control_512.csv", header=T)
gpm <- read.csv("Gpnmb_ref.csv", header=T)

#gpm <- read.csv("gpnmb_ref.csv", header=T)

#gpm <- read.csv("dba_ref.csv", header=T)

# Normalize by dividing by total number of counts write to a new variable zm
zm <- gpm$count/sum(gpm$count)

# Load filenames from DBA2J_M or GPNMB_M folder (which contains individual
histograms of either DBA or Control)
filenames_dbam <- list.files("DM", pattern="*.csv", full.names=T)

filenames_dbam <- list.files("CM", pattern="*.csv", full.names=T)
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# Declare dummy variables, which later will be filed with values
devi <- rnorm(1)
dename <- rnorm(1)

# For all filenames in filenames list (filenames_dbam) execute the code
inside curly brackets
for (i in seq_along(filenames_dbam)) {
print(i)
# Read first file from the folder
dbm <- read.csv(filenames_dbam[i], header=T)

# Normalize to the total number of counts, store as new variable z
z<-dbm$Count/sum(dbm$Count)

# Create a new data frame called zbs, by combining Value column from dbm,
normalized counts from current sample (z) and normalized counts from all
controls histograms(zm)
zbs<-data.frame(dbm$Value,z,zm)

# Rename columns as values, dba, control
colnames(zbs)<-c("values","dba","control")

# Replace DBA2J_M from the full path with nothing
#pname<-str_replace(filenames_dbam[i],"Histograms_512_DBA2J/","")

# Do the same replacement for controls (if they are used)
pname<-str_replace(filenames_dbam[i],"CM/","")
pname<-str_replace(filenames_dbam[i],"DM/","")

# Replace the extenstion of the filename from ".tif.csv" to ".png" for
saving the plots automatically (not implemented here)
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pname<-str_replace(pname,".tif.csv",".png")

# Find the first value which is less than 10% cutoff value (0.14062) for
control samples
maxzb<-max(which(zbs$values<(0.14062)))

# Calculate sum from up to the first value which is less than FWHM value
sumzb<-sum(zbs$dba[1:maxzb])

# For current iteration save this value and sample name to devi and dename
vectors
devi[i]<-sumzb
dename[i]<-pname

# Create plot by overlaying two bar plots (the red one is individual
normalized dba (or control) and blue is all controls histogram)
# "+" serves to add layers (or add options to the plot)
# Load the data (zbs), set X limit from 0 to 3, name x and y axis, set text
size to 20, display title as the current sample name
plotg<-ggplot(data=zbs) + xlim(0,3)+xlab("Deviation")+ylab("Counts")+
theme(text = element_text(size=20))+
ggtitle(pname)+
# Plot red on the first layer
geom_bar(aes(x=values, y=dba),stat="identity",color="black",fill="red")+
# Plot blue on the second layer, make transparent (Alpha=0.35)
geom_bar(aes(x=values,
y=control),stat="identity",color="black",fill="blue",alpha=0.35)
# Display the plot
# ggsave(pname,plot=plotg)
print(plotg)
}
ggplotly(plotg)
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# Combine dename and devi vectors into data frame called devi_df
devi_df<-data.frame(dename,devi)

# The same for control
#devi_df_c<-data.frame(dename,devi)

# Save devi_df dataframe as a csv file
write.csv(devi_df,file="devi_dba.csv")
# The same for control
write.csv(devi_df,file="devi_control.csv")
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